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We present a model of tax competition for real investment and profits and show that the presence of tax
havens in some cases increases the tax revenue of countries. In the first part of the paper, we argue that tax
competition for profits is likely to be imperfect in the sense that the jurisdiction with the lowest tax rate does
not necessarily attract all shifted profits. Under this assumption, tax competition between a large number of
identical countries may lead to either a symmetric equilibrium with no profit shifting or an asymmetric
equilibrium where firms shift profits from high-tax to low-tax countries. In the second part of the paper, we
introduce tax havens. Starting from a symmetric equilibrium, tax havens unambiguously reduce the tax
revenue of countries due to a ‘leakage effect’ — tax havens attract tax base from countries — and a
’competition effect’ — the optimal response to the increased tax sensitivity of tax bases involves a reduction
of tax rates. Starting from an asymmetric equilibrium, however, tax havens also raise the tax revenue of
countries through a ’crowding effect’ — tax havens make it less attractive to compete for profits and thus
induce low-tax countries to become high-tax countries. We demonstrate that the latter effect may dominate
the former effects so that countries, on balance, benefit from the presence of tax havens.
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1. Introduction

While most of the theoretical literature on tax competition has
focused on competition for mobile real capital, there is now ample
empirical evidence that multinational firms also respond to tax
differences by shifting profits between jurisdictions. Bartelsman and
Beetsma, (2003) and Clausing, (2003) demonstrate that multinational
firms manipulate transfer prices in order to minimize global tax costs
whereas Desai et al., (2004), Huizinga et al. (2008) and a number of
studies reviewed by Hines (1999) report results consistent with profit
shifting through finance structures.

A number of recent papers have contributed to the emerging
understanding that profit shifting fundamentally reshapes the
incentives underlying optimal taxation of capital. Haufler and
Schjelderup (2000) find that profit shifting introduces an incentive
to reduce tax rates and broaden tax bases.1 Mintz and Smart (2004)
show that profit shifting lowers the tax sensitivity of real investment,
which suggests that profit shifting softens tax competition for real
investment. Hong and Smart (2010) demonstrate that high-tax
countries may benefit from profit shifting since it allows them to
establish a de facto differentiated corporate tax system with mobile
multinational firms facing a lower effective tax rate than immobile
domestic firms.2

In the first part of the paper, we contribute to the literature on
profit shifting by setting up a model of tax competition for real
investment and profits between a large number of identical countries.
Assuming that tax competition for profits is imperfect in the sense
that the jurisdiction with the lowest tax rate does not necessarily
attract all shifted profits, we show that the equilibrium may be either
symmetric with all countries applying the same tax rate tS or
asymmetric with an endogenous fraction of countries applying a
low tax rate tL and the remaining countries applying a high tax rate tH.
The possibility of asymmetric equilibrium provides an explanation for
the observed heterogeneity in capital taxes across countries and for
the somewhat weak empirical evidence of convergence in capital tax
rates (Slemrod, 2004). Our contribution thus compliments a number
of earlier papers that attribute asymmetric outcomes in capital
taxation to differences in country size (Bucovetsky, 1991), industrial
clusters sustained by agglomeration forces (Baldwin and Krugman,
2004) and specialization in goods with different capital intensities
(Wilson, 1987).
r spirit, Peralta et al. (2006) show that countries may optimally
ce transfer pricing rules since this works as a means to attract
l firms while maintaining a high tax rate on immobile domestic
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The evidence that multinational firms engage in profit shifting has
spurred an increased interest in the role of tax havens. Slemrod and
Wilson (2009) present an elaborate model of profit shifting to tax
havens and show that tax havens unambiguously reduce the welfare
of countries due to wasteful use of resources by tax havens providing
tax evasion services to firms and by tax administrations seeking to
limit this tax evasion. Conversely, in the framework of Hong and
Smart (2010), the presence of tax havens improves efficiency by
facilitating profit shifting of multinational firms.

In the second part of the paper, we introduce tax havens into the
model. Following Slemrod and Wilson (2009), we let ‘tax havens’
refer to jurisdictions that do not levy capital taxes and use ‘countries’
to refer to other jurisdictions. Our main result is that the presence of
tax havens may increase the revenue of countries. Starting from an
asymmetric equilibrium, introducing tax havens reduces the revenue
of low-tax countries more than the revenue of high-tax countries and
therefore induces low-tax countries to become high-tax countries.
When the number of tax havens is sufficiently large, the asymmetric
equilibrium is replaced by a separating equilibrium where all
countries apply the same high tax rate. Although tax havens reduce
the tax bases of countries (‘leakage effect’), they also induce low-tax
countries to raise their tax rates, which increases revenue in countries
(‘crowding effect’). In some cases, the crowding effect dominates the
leakage effect and the presence of tax havens increases tax revenues
of countries. The immediate policy implication is that cooperation
between OECD countries should not necessarily aim at eliminating tax
havens as a means of raising corporate tax revenues since this could
induce countries to engage in tax competition for profits and thus
result in lower equilibrium tax revenues.

The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we analyze a
world economy without tax havens and characterize the symmetric
and asymmetric equilibria. In Section 3, we introduce tax havens and
characterize the separating equilibrium in order to compare tax
revenues in equilibria with and without tax havens. In Section 4, we
conclude. In order to keep a flow in the text, all proofs are relegated to
the Appendix.
2. A world economy without tax havens

We consider a world economy with N ex ante identical countries
and one multinational corporation (the ‘MNC’). The MNC has
production plants in all N countries and each plant is represented
by a production function f(kn) where kn is the input of capital in
country n. We assume that mobility of real capital is costless and that
N is very large. The only source of government revenue is a tax on
capital.3 The gross tax base of the MNC in country n equals the capital
investment kn. We allow, however, for the possibility that the MNC
shifts profits between jurisdictions and let qnm denote the tax base
that is shifted from country n to countrym in this fashion. In the spirit
of Haufler and Schjelderup (2000), we assume that profit shifting is
associated with shifting costs in the country from which profits are
shifted, hence in the most general specification shifting costs in
country n are given by Cn=Cn(qn1,...,qnN).

In the following, we analyze a two-stage game in which
governments set tax rates simultaneously and non-cooperatively in
the first stage while correctly anticipating the behavioral responses of
the MNC in the second stage. In Sections 2.1–2.4, we solve the
problem of the MNC and derive the optimal allocation of real capital
and profits conditional on tax rates. In Section 2.5, we derive first-
order conditions to the government problem. In Sections 2.6 and 2.7,
3 We assume throughout the paper that countries apply a uniform tax rate to
capital. Hence, we do not pursue the analysis of optimal tax policy under the
alternative assumption that countries can apply preferential regimes to certain types
of capital (Keen, 2001).
we identify the symmetric and asymmetric Nash equilibria of the tax
game.

2.1. The problem of the MNC

The MNC sets real investment levels kn and profit shifting levels
qnm in order to maximize global profits net of taxes and shifting costs
while facing the constraint that global real investment cannot exceed
the global capital endowment. Hence, the maximization problem of
the MNC looks the following:

max
kn ;qnm

∑
N

n=1
f knð Þ− kn−∑

m
qnm + ∑

m
qmn

� �
tn−Cn qn1; qn2:::qnNð Þ

� �
ð1Þ

subject to:

∑
n
kn = Ns ð1aÞ

qnm≥0 ∀n;m ð1bÞ

kn≥0 ∀n ð1cÞ

kn−∑
m

qnm + ∑
m

qmn

� �
≥0 ∀n ð1dÞ

where tn is the statutory tax rate in country n and s is an exogenous
capital endowment in eachof theN countries. The constraints (1b)–(1d)
require that profit shifting levels, real investment levels and tax bases
are non-negative. To avoid unnecessary complications, we assume that
the exogenous capital endowment s is sufficiently large to ensure that
the constraints (1c)–(1d) are not binding in the equilibria considered.

We note that the MNC maximization problem is separable in real
investment levels kn and profit shifting levels qnm which enables us to
solve theMNC problemwith respect to the optimal allocation of profits
and the optimal allocation of real capital separately.4 Since Cn(⋅) plays a
very important role in shaping tax competition for shifted profits, we
devote the following section to a discussion of shifting costs.

2.2. Shifting costs

Shifting costs are usually thought to capture either costly efforts by
the MNC to conceal tax evasion from the tax authorities or a risk of
detection. In either case, it seems reasonable to assume increasing
marginal costs of shifting profits reflecting, for instance, that tax
audits tend to focus on large scale irregularities. Such considerations
have led related papers to assume that shifting costs are a convex
function of total shifted profits. While this assumption is appealing in
two-country models, such as Haufler and Schjelderup (2000) and
Stöwhase (2005), there is reason to reconsider it in our multi-country
model. When the MNC faces an international tax environment with
several low-tax countries, it seems natural to introduce a cost
advantage of diversification reflecting that shifting large amounts of
profits to one country is more conspicuous and therefore requires
more concealment efforts or entails a larger risk of detection than
shifting the same amount of profits to several countries. This
reasoning is probably most convincing if we think of the MNC as
shifting profits to low-tax countries by means of manipulated transfer
prices. Were the MNC to shift a given amount of profits to only one
4 It would probably be more realistic to let costs of shifting profits from country n to
countrym depend negatively on the real investment level in countrym since, arguably,
detection is more likely when profits are shifted to countries where the MNC has little
real activity. This point has previously been made by Mintz and Smart (2004). Such an
extension, however, falls outside the scope of this paper.
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low-tax country, transfer prices would have to deviate substantially
from prices set according to the arm's length principle, which we
would expect to be easily detectable. Conversely, if the MNC shifts the
same amount of profits while spreading it out on more low-tax
countries, transfer prices would be closer to arm's length prices, which
we would expect to be harder to detect.

Drawing on these considerations, we make the following assump-
tion about shifting costs:5

Cn qn1; qn2:::qnNð Þ = ∑mqnmð Þ2
2α

+
N∑m qnmð Þ2

2β
+ Φ ð2Þ

where the last term Φ is a fixed cost incurred when there is profit
shifting from country n to at least one other country. The first two
terms of the shifting cost function reflect concealment efforts or the
risk of detection whereas the third term captures the fact that profit
shifting typically requires some (fixed) investment in expert
knowledge in the fields of tax law, accounting and transfer pricing
rules.6

With this specification, marginal costs of shifting profits from
country n to countrym has one termwhich is proportional to the total
amount of profits shifted out of country n and another term which is
proportional to the amount of profits shifted from country n to
country m. The cost advantage of diversification implied by this
specification is best illustrated with a simple example: consider profit
shifting out of a high-tax country n to two low-tax countries m and
lwhere tnN tmN tl. Themarginal tax saving of shifting profits to country
l and country m is (tn− tl) and (tn− tm) respectively, hence the tax
saving of shifting profits to country l exceeds that of shifting profits to
country m. Above some threshold level of qnl however it becomes
profitable to shift some profits to country m because differences in
marginal costs more than offset the differences in tax rates tm− tl.

It is useful to note already at this point that the relative size of
parameters α and β shapes the competitive environment in which
low-tax countries operate. When β is infinitely large, the second term
of the cost function disappears, and the marginal cost of profit shifting
from country n to country m depends entirely on total shifted profits.
In this case, there is no cost advantage of diversification, hence profits
are shifted exclusively to the country with the lowest tax rate. This
corresponds to perfect competition for profits in the sense that low-
tax countries face an infinitely elastic demand for inward profit
shifting. When α is infinitely large, the first term of the cost function
disappears and the amount of profits shifted from country n to
country m depends exclusively on the tax rate differential (tn− tm).
Hence, each low-tax country can be seen as monopolist in the sense
that low-tax countries do not compete among themselves over shifted
profits. When α and β take finite values, low-tax countries effectively
compete for shifted profits while retaining some degree of market
power that depends on the relative sizes of α and β.7
5 The real significance of the assumption of a diversification motive in profit shifting
is that it makes low-tax jurisdictions imperfect substitutes from the point of view of
multinational firms engaged in international tax planning. We thus conjecture that the
basic features of our model would be retained in the presence of any other element
that introduces this feature, e.g. differences in legal framework or reputational
differences.

6 Essentially, the N in the second term of the cost function ensures that the relative
strength of the two first terms is independent of N, since, loosely speaking, in the first
term, the summation over N countries is squared and in the second term the
summation over N countries is multiplied by N.

7 It should be noted that the values of α and β are really endogenous to policy in the
sense that both specific provisions of the tax code and the amount of resources
allocated to tax enforcement have a bearing on the costs of profit shifting. To keep the
model tractable, we ignore these policy dimensions and assume strict exogeneity of α
and β throughout the paper.
2.3. Optimal allocation of profits

In this section, we derive the optimal allocation of profits by solving
the MNC profit maximization problem with respect to the N(N−1)
decision variables qnm. The first-order condition for any qnm is:

tn−tmð Þ≤∑lqnl
α

+
Nqnm
β

where the left-hand side is the tax savingof shiftingprofits fromcountry
n to country m and the right-hand side is the marginal cost. Deriving a
closed form solution for qnm is not trivial due to the interdependence of
the first-order conditions and the prevalence of corner solutions. In
Lemma 1, we solve the problem taking an iterative approach.

Lemma 1.Without loss of generality,wenumber theN countries according
to their tax rate in ascending order so that t1≤ ...≤ tn≤ ...≤ tN. If there is
profit shifting from a country n, there is profit shifting to the L countries 1,
2....L and the amount of profits shifted from country n to country m≤L is
given by:

qnm =
β

Nα + Lβð Þ
β
N

∑
L

l=1
tl−tmð Þ + α tn−tmð Þ

( )
ð3Þ

where Eq. (3) implicitly defines L as the largest number for which qnLN0.

Proof. See Appendix. □

The expression for qnm is in line with the intuition outlined above.
When all low-tax countries apply the same tax rate (i.e. when tl=tm
∀l≤L), the first term in the curly brackets disappears and qnm only
depends on the tax rate differential (tn− tm) and the number of low-tax
countries L. When tax rates differ across low-tax countries (i.e. when
tl≠ tm for somecountry l≤L), thefirst term in the curly brackets reduces
qnm for each low-tax country lwith a tax rate lower than tm and increases
qnm for each low-tax country l with a tax rate exceeding tm.

In order to simplify notation in expressions related to profit
shifting, we introduce the function ψ(⋅) which we define in the
following way:

ψ xð Þ≡ β
α + xβ

Finally, we present a result that will be useful several times in the
remainder of the paper relating the discrete choice of the MNC
whether to engage in profit shifting or not to shifting cost parameters
and tax rates.

Lemma 2. Assuming that zN countries apply a low tax rate tL and the
remaining (1−z)N countries apply a high tax rate tH, there is profit shifting
from high-tax countries to low-tax countries if and only if:

Φ≤ zαψ zð Þ
2

tH−tL
� �2 ð4Þ

Proof. See Appendix. □

2.4. Optimal allocation of real capital

We now turn to the optimal allocation of real capital, which we
determine by solving the MNC profit maximization problem with
respect to the N decision variables kn. The first-order condition for any
kn reads:

f ′ knð Þ−tn = χ ð5Þ
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where χ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the real
investment constraint. The condition states that the net-of-tax
marginal product of real capital should be equalized across countries.
Since the main focus of the present paper is profit shifting, we allow
ourselves to impose a little more structure on the production side of
the economy by specifying the following production function:

f knð Þ = ζkn−
1
2γ

k2n

where ζN0, γN0 and parameters are assumed to be such that the
f′(kn)N0 for all relevant levels of kn. This production function has the
convenient property that the second derivative is constant, which
allows us to write the optimal allocation of real capital in a particularly
simple way:

Lemma 3. The optimal capital stock in country n is:

kn = s−γ tn−twð Þ ð6Þ

where tw is the average tax rate in the rest of the world.

Proof. See Appendix. □

It follows directly from Lemma 3 that the amount of real capital
dislocated from country n following a unit increase in tn equals γ and
thus does not depend on the initial distribution of real capital.

2.5. The government problem

We assume throughout the paper that governments set tax rates in
order to maximize tax revenues.8 The optimization problem of the
government in country n thus looks the following:

max
tn

tn kn−qnf g

where we have introduced the short-hand notation qn for net erosion
of the tax base in country n due to profit shifting:

qn≡∑
m

qnm−∑
m

qmn

The first-order condition to the problem is:

kn−qnf g + tn
∂kn
∂tn

−∂qn
∂tn

� �
= 0 ð7Þ

The first term in curly brackets is the ‘rate effect’ of a marginal tax
change, i.e. the change in revenue absent any behavioral responses.
The second term is the ‘base effect’, i.e. the change in revenue due to
changes in the tax base caused by behavioral responses of the MNC. In
the remainder of the paper, we shall refer to the rate effect and the
base effect as R and B respectively. The first-order condition simply
states that in a local revenue maximum, the rate effect and base effect
must sum up to zero, R=−B.

An important feature of a multi-country model with tax compe-
tition for profits is that qnm is a discontinuous function of tax rates.
This implies that qnm is not differentiable at all tax rates, hence there
may be local revenue maxima where Eq. (7) is not satisfied.
Throughout our analysis, we must therefore carefully consider
8 Under the assumption of a very large N and furthermore assuming that ownership
of the MNC is uniformly distributed across agents in the world economy, revenue
maximization is equivalent to maximizing a general utility function over private and
public consumption of a representative agent. This is due to the fact that the burden of
capital taxes is borne jointly by the owners of the MNC, of which domestic owners
amount to a negligible fraction. Hence, any individual country perceives a negligible
private cost associated with an increase in capital taxes and therefore optimally
maximizes tax revenue.
whether the non-differentiable tax rates are potential revenue
maxima.

2.6. Symmetric equilibrium

Whilemuch of our analysis will focus on asymmetric equilibria, we
initially identify a symmetric equilibrium to serve as a benchmark in
the remainder of the paper. We start the analysis with a formal
definition:

Definition 1. A symmetric equilibrium is a tax rate tS that satisfies the
following: when all N countries set the tax rate tS, no country can
strictly increase its revenue by changing its tax rate while taking the
tax rates of the other countries as given.

In Proposition 1, we present our first result which is related to the
existence of a unique symmetric equilibrium.9

Proposition 1. (Symmetric equilibrium) For all finite, positive values of
parameters (α,β,γ, s,Φ), there exists a unique symmetric equilibrium:

tS =
s
γ

Proof. See Appendix. □

The unique symmetric equilibrium is identical to the unique equi-
librium prevailing in a standard tax competition model without profit
shifting. Since profit shifting does not take place in equilibrium and
marginal tax changes do not induce the MNC to shift profits due to the
fixed costΦ, the potential of theMNC to engage in profit shifting has no
bearing on the properties of the equilibrium.

2.7. Asymmetric equilibrium

In the present section, we analyze asymmetric equilibria where
countries group themselves into high-tax countries and low-tax
countries. Firstly, we derive conditions for existence and show that
the number of asymmetric equilibria varies from zero to two as a
function of the parameters. We also present results describing some
general properties of asymmetric equilibria. Secondly, we fully
characterize the unique asymmetric equilibrium prevailing in the
important special case where tax competition for profits is close to
perfect (β/α→∞). Finally, we use numerical methods to further
explore the properties of asymmetric equilibria. Before turning to the
analysis, we present the following formal definition of an asymmetric
equilibrium:

Definition 2. An asymmetric equilibrium is a vector (tH, tL,z) that
satisfies the following: when a fraction z of the N countries apply the
tax rate tL and the remaining countries apply the higher tax rate tH no
country can strictly increase its revenue by changing its tax rate while
taking the tax rates of the remaining countries as given.

As a first step of the analysis, we derive three equilibrium
conditions. Essentially, the three conditions are necessary (but not
sufficient) for tH and tL to constitute global revenue maxima from the
perspective of a single country given that a fraction z of the other
countries set the tax rate tL and the remaining countries set the tax
rate tH.
9 The proof uses the assumption of a very large N to rule out the possibility that a
single country n can reduce its tax rate enough to induce the MNC to shift profits into
country n. In a previous version of the paper, we showed that without the assumption
of a very large N, there is a lower bound on the fixed costs that support tS as a
symmetric equilibrium.
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Firstly, both tH and tL must satisfy Eq. (7) evaluated in the
asymmetric equilibrium. It is relatively straightforward to restate
Eq. (7) in the following way for high-tax and low-tax countries
respectively:

s−zγ tH−tL
� �

−zαψ zð Þ tH−tL
� �

= tH γ + zαψ zð Þf g ð8Þ

s + 1−zð Þγ tH−tL
� �

+ 1−zð Þαψ zð Þ tH−tL
� �

= tL γ + 1−zð Þαψ zð Þ + z 1−zð Þβψ zð Þf g ð9Þ

The two equations have the same structure. On the left-hand side,
the first two terms reflect the capital k invested by the MNC whereas
the third term reflects net erosion of the tax base due to profit shifting
q. To derive these expressions, we have evaluated Eqs. (6) and (3) in
the asymmetric equilibrium. On the right-hand side, the first term in
the curly brackets is the tax sensitivity of the capital stock ∂k/∂ t
whereas the remaining terms reflect the tax sensitivity of shifted
profits ∂q/∂ t. To derive the latter terms, we have differentiated Eq. (3)
with respect to tn in the case of Eq. (8) and tm in the case of Eq. (9). It is
instructive to note that ∂q/∂ t in low-tax countries comprises two
distinct effects (1−z)αψ(z) and z(1−z)βψ(z). Considering a tax
reduction in a low-tax country, the former effect reflects increased
profit shifting from high-tax countries (a ‘creation effect’), whereas
the latter effect reflects redirection of profits which would otherwise
have been shifted to other low-tax countries (a ‘diversion effect’).
Importantly, in an equilibrium where all low-tax countries set the
same tax rate, diversion effects cancel out, hence q in low-tax
countries only comprises the creation effect.

Secondly, it is clear that tH and tL must generate the same revenue
in the asymmetric equilibrium. Using the same expressions as before,
this condition may be stated in the following way:

tH s−zγ tH−tL
� �

−zαψ zð Þ tH−tL
� �n o

= tL s + 1−zð Þγ tH−tL
� �

+ 1−zð Þαψ zð Þ tH−tL
� �n o ð10Þ

The terms in curly brackets express the tax base k−q in high-tax
countries (left-hand side) and low-tax countries (right-hand side) in
the asymmetric equilibrium.

We are now prepared to present our first results concerning
asymmetric equilibria. In Lemma 4, we present conditions for the
existence of one or more vectors (tH, tL, z) satisfying equilibrium
conditions (8)–(10). In Proposition 2, we show that the equilibrium
conditions (8)–(10) are indeed sufficient provided thatΦ is not too high.

Lemma 4. Existence of solutions (tH, tL, z) to the equilibrium conditions
(8)–(10) depends on parameters (α, β, γ) in the following way:

(i) For β/αa [5.22;∞[, there exist two distinct solutions.10

(ii) For β/αa [4; 5.22], there exist two distinct solutions when γ/β is
larger than some threshold value Ω̅; one solution when γ/β= Ω̅;
and no solution when γ/β= Ω̅where Ω̅→∞ as β/α→4 and Ω̅→0
as β/α→5.22.

(iii) For β/αa [0; 4], there exists no solution.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 2. (Existence of asymmetric equilibrium): any vector (tH,
tL, z) satisfying equilibrium conditions (8)–(10) is associated with a
positive threshold value Ф ̅ and constitutes an asymmetric equilibrium if
and only if Φ≤Ф ̅.

Proof. See Appendix. □
10 The limit 5.22 is the approximate solution to min
1−z + z2

z2ð1−zÞ
� �

s:t:z∈ 0; 1ð Þ:
Essentially, Proposition 2 implies that when tax competition for
profits is sufficiently strong (β/α is above a threshold value), there are
two candidates for asymmetric equilibrium. When the fixed cost of
profit shiftingΦ is low, both of these equilibrium candidates constitute
asymmetric equilibria. When the fixed cost of profit shifting falls in an
intermediate range, only one of the equilibrium candidates constitutes
anasymmetric equilibrium.When thefixed cost of profit shifting is high,
no asymmetric equilibrium exists.

To explain the possibility of asymmetric equilibrium in a world
economy of perfectly identical countries, we consider the optimal tax
policy of a country n in an asymmetric equilibrium. If tn is sufficiently
close to tH, there is no profit shifting between country n and other
high-tax countries, hence a marginal reduction in tn increases the tax
base by reducing profit shifting out of country n. We label this type of
policy strategy ‘defensive tax competition’. If tn is sufficiently close to
tL, country n effectively competes with other low-tax countries for
shifted profits from high-tax countries, hence a marginal reduction in
tn increases the tax base of country n not only by inducing the MNC to
shift more profits out of each of the high-tax countries but also by
diverting profits, which would otherwise have been shifted to other
low-tax countries. We label this type of policy strategy ‘aggressive tax
competition’. It follows that high-tax countries have a relatively small
tax base with a relatively low tax sensitivity whereas low-tax
countries have a relatively large tax base with a relatively high tax
sensitivity, hence the possibility that tH and tL both satisfy the first-
order condition for revenue maximization. When the endogenous
fraction of low-tax countries z is such that those two local revenue
maxima tH and tL generate the same revenue, we have identified a
candidate for asymmetric equilibrium.

As implied by Proposition 2, however, such an equilibrium candidate
is not necessarily an equilibrium. Obviously, a vector (tH, tL, z) can only
beanasymmetric equilibrium if thefixed cost of profit shiftingΦ is small
enough to allow the MNC to at least break even on profit shifting from
high-tax countries to low-tax countries. This introduces anupper bound
on the values ofΦ that support a given equilibriumcandidate (tH, tL, z) as
equilibrium. As it turns out, however, we need to impose a stronger
restriction on Φ. To see this, consider the case of a vector (tH, tL, z)
satisfying (8)–(10)whereΦ is such that theMNCexactly breaks evenon
profit shifting. By lowering its tax rate marginally below tH, a high-tax
country is able to prevent profit shifting out of its jurisdiction, which
triggers a discrete increase in the tax base and thus in the tax revenue.
Such a value ofΦ obviously does not support (tH, tL, z) as an equilibrium.
It follows that from the perspective of an individual country n there is
another candidate for a revenuemaximumthan tH and tL, namely the tax
rate tUa [tL; tH] which is just low enough to deter theMNC from shifting
profits out of country n. Essentially, in order for (tH, tL, z) to constitute an
equilibrium, Φ needs to be so low that tU is sufficiently below tH to
generate a smaller revenue than the latter.11

While we have so far been concerned with the existence of
asymmetric equilibria, we shall now proceed to characterize the
equilibrium properties. Put differently, we shall address the question
how the vector of parameters (α, β, γ, s, N) shapes equilibrium vectors
(tH, tL, z). As a first step, we present the following Lemma:

Lemma 5. The candidates for asymmetric equilibrium are identical for
any large value of N. The candidates for asymmetric equilibrium are not
affected by a proportional change in α, β, γ and s.

Proof. See Appendix. □
n can reduce its tax rate enough to induce the MNC to shift profits from low-tax
countries into country n. In a previous version of the paper, we showed that without
the assumption of a large N, there is also a lower boundΦ

̅
on the fixed costs supporting

a vector (tH, tL, z) as an asymmetric equilibrium.



12 The numerical analysis is conducted in the following way: we compute the value
of β/α that establishes equilibrium for a given value of z using Eq. (20). Moreover, we
compute tH and tL using Eq. (18)–(19) andФ ̅ using (21). The remaining parameters are
fixed at the following values: s=20, γ=20, α=20.
13 In Fig. 1, the lowest value taken by log(β/α) is approximately 1.53, which is
equivalent to β/α=4.62.
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Essentially, Lemma 5 allows us to reduce the dimensions of a
parameter space. While the first part of the Lemma allows us to
disregard N altogether, the second part implies that the remaining
parameters may, without loss of generality, be normalized by a
constant. We normalize on α, hence the relevant set of parameters is
limited to (β/α, γ/α, s/α). Holding other things constant, each of these
parameters characterizes specific features of the economic environ-
ment. The parameter s/α reflects the size of the tax base relative to its
tax sensitivity. The parameter γ/α captures the importance of real
capital mobility relative to the mobility of profits. Finally, as discussed
above, the parameter β/α is related to the strength of the
diversification motive in profit shifting and thus to the competitive
environment in which low-tax countries operate. Since the key
contribution of our paper is the introduction of a diversification
motive in profit shifting, we shall mostly be concerned with the way
in which β/α affects the equilibrium properties. We do, however, in
Propositions 3 and 4, briefly present results related to the role of
parameters s/α and γ/α.

Proposition 3. (Tax base vs. tax base sensitivity): increasing s/α while
holding β/α and γ/α constant leaves z unchanged but gives rise to an
increase in tH and tL proportional to the increase in s/α.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 3 states that increasing the tax base relative to the tax
sensitivity of the tax base results in higher equilibrium tax rates but
does not affect the equilibrium distribution of high-tax and low-tax
countries. Intuitively, a larger tax base adds to the positive revenue
effect of increasing taxes (R) relative to the negative revenue effect
(−B), which results in higher equilibrium tax rates. Since a change in
s/α leads to a proportionate change in the tax base of all countries,
there is no change in the revenue earned by high-tax countries
relative to that earned by low-tax countries, hence the equilibrium
values of z are unaltered.

Proposition 4. (Real investment vs. profit shifting): letting γ/α and s/α
approach infinity while holding β/α constant, both tH and tL approach s/γ
while Φ approaches zero.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 4 states thatwhen themobility of profits becomes very
small relative to the mobility of real capital and the size of the tax
base, the equilibrium tax rates of both high-tax and low-tax countries
approach the tax rate prevailing in a standard tax competition model
without profit shifting. Moreover, the largest fixed cost Φ̅ supporting
these equilibria approaches zero so that in the limit no asymmetric
equilibrium exists regardless of the size of Φ. It is reassuring that as
tax competition for profits becomes less significant, our model
converges to the standard model of tax competition for real
investment in the dual sense that equilibrium tax rates converge to
s/γ and that an ever smaller range of Φ support these asymmetric
equilibria.

In the following Proposition, we consider the special case where
β/α is very large. There are several reasons to focus on this special
case. Firstly, it is an important theoretical benchmark relevant for
cases where the diversification motive in profit shifting is relatively
weak. Secondly, under the assumption of a very large β/α, there is
only one equilibrium candidate, hence if an asymmetric equilibrium
exists it is unique. Finally, the assumption of a very large β/α
enhances the tractability of the model considerably and thus allows
us to fully describe the asymmetric equilibrium. For these reasons,
we shall also devote special attention to the case of a very large β/α in
the next section when we compare policy outcomes in a world with
and without tax havens.
Proposition 5. (Perfect competition for profits): letting β/α approach
infinity while holding γ/α and s/α constant, the unique asymmetric
equilibrium converges in the following way:

tH; tL; z
� �

→
s

γ + 2α
; 0; 0

� �

Φ→
α
2

s
γ + 2αð Þ

� 	2 γ + αð Þ
γ

1−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

α
γ + α

r� �� 	2

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 5 states that for values of Φ smaller than a threshold
value Φ̅, very large values of β/α are associated with a unique
asymmetric equilibrium where a small fraction of countries z engages
in aggressive tax competition setting a tax rate tL close to zero.
Intuitively, a large value of β/α implies that the allocation of shifted
profits is very sensitive to tax differences between low-tax countries,
hence tax competition for shifted profits is fierce and tL is driven down
to zero. Such an environment is obviously unfavorable to low-tax
countries and, in equilibrium, z needs to take a value that favors low-
tax countries in order to satisfy the equilibrium condition that all
countries earn the same revenue. In the unique asymmetric
equilibrium, z thus approaches zero, which implies that the tax base
of low-tax countries is very large since shifted profits deriving from a
large number of high-tax countries are shared by a small number of
low-tax countries.

As implied by Lemma 4, there is a second equilibrium candidate.
Intuitively, a value of z close to one mitigates the downward pressure
on tL by reducing the number of high-tax countries and thus the
amount of shifted profits for which low-tax countries compete. As z
approaches one, the tax base of low-tax countries approaches that of
high-tax countries, hence tLmust approach tH to satisfy the equilibrium
condition that all countries earn the same revenue. This, in turn,
implies that the highest fixed cost Ф ̅ supporting this equilibrium
approaches zero. In the limit, when no values of Ф support the
equilibrium candidatewhere z approaches one, the equilibriumwhere
z approaches zero is the unique asymmetric equilibrium.

Although the result presented in Proposition 5 is derived under the
assumption of a very large β/α, it is important to note that we have not
restricted other dimensions of parameter space. Hence, the result holds
for any (finite) values of γ/α and s/α, that is under any assumptions
about the mobility of profits relative to real investment and about the
size of the tax base relative to the tax sensitivity of the tax base.

Due to the inherent complexity of the model, we use numerical
analysis to further illustrate the relation between the parameters of
the shifting cost function and the asymmetric equilibria. Specifically,
we vary β/α over the entire range [0;∞[ while holding γ/α and s/α
constant.12 Fig. 1 shows our results. The dashed bold curve indicates
the correspondence between β/α and z which is defined for values
β/α≥4.62.13 In particular, to each value of β/αN4.62 correspond
two values of z which we denote z′ and z″ where z′bz″. The bold
curves indicate tax rates tH and tL as functions of z. Hence, to each value
of β/αN4.62 correspond two vectors (tH′, tL′,z′) and (tH″, tL″,z″), which
are the equilibrium candidates. In Fig. 1, we have chosen an arbitrary
value of β/α for which we have illustrated the two equilibrium
candidates (tH′, tL′,z′) and (tH″, tL″,z″). Finally, the gray area bounded by



Fig. 1. Asymmetric equilibrium — a numerical illustration.
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Ф̅ gives the correspondence between an equilibrium candidate (tH, tL,z)
and the set of fixed costs Φ that supports it as an asymmetric
equilibrium.

Thefigure illustrates several points thatwehave previouslymade. As
shown in Proposition 2,whenβ/α is larger than a threshold value, in this
case4.62, there are twoequilibriumcandidates (tH′, tL′,z′) and(tH″, tL″,z″),
each of which is supported as an asymmetric equilibrium by a range of
fixed costs [0;Φ̅]. Values of β/αb4.62, however, do not give rise to an
asymmetric equilibrium. Moreover, as shown in Proposition 5, as β/α
approaches infinity, the Φ̅ associated with (tH″, tL″,z″) approaches zero,
hence (tH′, tL′,z′) is the only possible asymmetric equilibrium.

In our numerical example, tax rates tH and tL increase monoton-
ically with z whereas the opposite is true for Φ̅. This suggests that the
equilibrium candidate with the higher z generally exhibits the highest
tax rates whereas the equilibrium candidate with the lower z is
supported by the largest range of fixed costs Φ. This conjecture is
supported by a series of numerical examples conducted with other
fixed values of γ/α and s/α (not reported here).
14 This seems to be the assumption underlying the empirical model of Hines and Rice
(1994).
15 In a previous version of this paper, we pursued the idea of revenue maximizing tax
havens, which mostly added complexity to the model without changing the qualitative
results.
3. A world economy with tax havens

In this section, we use the model developed above to analyze how
the presence of tax havens affects the revenue of countries. When
analyzing the world economy with tax havens, we focus on the
separating equilibrium where all countries set the same tax rate.
Firstly, we derive conditions for existence of separating equilibrium in
the general case. Secondly, we compare the tax revenue earned by
countries in this separating equilibrium with tax havens to the tax
revenue they would have earned in the corresponding symmetric and
asymmetric equilibria without tax havens. In the special case where
tax competition for profits is close to perfect (β/α→∞), we are able to
fully characterize the separating equilibrium and compare tax
revenues to the unique asymmetric equilibrium analytically. In
other cases, we rely on numerical analysis to show that the presence
of tax havens potentially increases the tax revenue of countries.

In order to keep the model tractable, we make the following
simplifying assumptions: (i) tax havens do not tax capital, (ii) tax
havens have a negligible exogenous capital endowment and (iii) tax
havens have a negligible potential for hosting real investment. While
assumptions (ii) and (iii) may be justified on grounds of relative
geographical smallness (Dharmapala and Hines, 2006), assumption
(i) is the standard way to characterize tax haven policies in the
literature (Fuest and Hemmelgarn, 2005; Hong and Smart, 2010;
Slemrod and Wilson, 2009). An alternative to the exogenous zero tax
rate that seems particularly appealing would be to assume that tax
havensmaximize tax revenue under the constraint that shifted profits
constitute their only tax base.14 Such an approachwould be consistent
with the point made by Schön (2005) that although tax havens
usually apply zero tax rates on corporate income, other fiscal levies on
corporations typically account for a significant share of government
revenue, which suggests that tax policies in tax havens are, at least
partly, driven by a revenue motive. It should be noted, however, that
although revenue from capital taxes may be large in relative terms
due to the smallness of tax haven economies, the effective tax rate on
capital is negligible. Since the aim of the present paper is to analyze
the impact of tax havens on policy outcomes in countries through the
opportunities they offer firms in terms of international tax planning
rather than an analysis of optimal tax haven policies per se, we find it
reasonable to adopt the usual assumption of a zero capital tax rate in
tax havens.15

As it turns out, thenumber of tax havens is an important determinant
of the properties of the separating equilibrium since it shapes the
incentives to engage in aggressive tax competition. We therefore
introduce a new parameter a into the model which indicates the
number of tax havens relative to the number of countries. By definition,
the total number of tax havens thus equals aN. We start the analysis of
the separating equilibrium with the following formal definition.

Definition 3. A separating equilibrium is a tax rate tN satisfying the
following: when the N countries set the tax rate tN and the aN tax
havens set a zero tax rate, no country can strictly increase its revenue
by changing its tax rate while taking as given the tax rates of all other
jurisdictions.

From an analytical point of view, the separating equilibrium has
the major advantage that countries set a uniform tax rate. Conse-
quently, the three conditions (8)–(10) characterizing the asymmetric
equilibria is replaced by a single condition, namely the first-order
condition for revenue maximization (7) evaluated in the separating
equilibrium:

s−aαψ að ÞtN = tN γ + aαψ að Þf g

It follows immediately that when a separating equilibrium exists,
the tax rate tN must be given by:

tN≡ s
γ + 2aαψ að Þ

In Proposition 6, we present conditions for existence of separating
equilibrium.

Proposition 6. (Existence of separating equilibrium) Assume thatβ/αN1.
There exists a threshold value a so that it is unattractive for countries to
compete for shifted profits if and only if a≥a. Values of aba do not support
tN as a separating equilibrium. Values of a≥a are associated with a
threshold value Φ̅ so that tN constitutes a separating equilibrium if and only
ifΦbΦ̅. The threshold value a is decreasing monotonically in β/α and γ/α
and does not depend on s/α.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 6 states that two conditions need to hold in order for tN

to constitute an equilibrium. Firstly, the number of tax havensmust be
large enough to deter countries from engaging in tax competition for
profits, hence the requirement that a is larger than a threshold a.



17 It should be noted, however, that as β/α approaches infinity, the revenue earned
by countries in asymmetric and separating equilibria converge, hence revenue
differences between the two types of equilibria are only second-order. This may be
verified comparing the equilibria described by Proposition 5 and Proposition 8.
18 We emphasize that a should be not interpreted as the lowest value of a for which
the presence of aN tax havens have a positive impact on tax revenues but rather as the
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Secondly, the fixed cost of profit shifting must be small enough to
ensure that the MNC breaks even on profit shifting from countries to
tax havens and that a country cannot increase its revenue by lowering
its tax rate to the point where the MNC stops shifting profits out of its
jurisdiction, hence the requirement thatΦ is smaller than a threshold
Φ̅. Intuitively, as β/α increases, tax competition for profits becomes
fiercer and it becomes less attractive to engage in aggressive tax
competition with tax havens. Similarly, as γ/α increases, profits
become less mobile relative to real investment and the tax base gain
associated with tax competition for profits shrinks. In both cases, it
requires a smaller number of tax havens to deter countries from
undercutting the equilibrium tax rate tN.16

The main purpose of the present section is to analyze how the
presence of tax havens affects outcomes in countries. In the following
proposition, we compare revenues earned by countries in the
symmetric equilibrium and the separating equilibrium.

Proposition 7. (Symmetric vs. separating equilibrium) The revenue
earned by countries in the separating equilibrium in the presence of tax
havens is smaller than the revenue earned by countries in the symmetric
equilibrium in the absence of tax havens.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 7 states that if aworld economyofN countries is initially
in a symmetric equilibrium, introducing a number of tax havens large
enough to sustain a separating equilibrium unambiguously reduces the
revenue of countries. This result is in line with the intuition from
standard models of tax competition. The presence of tax havens allows
theMNCto reduceglobal tax liabilities by shiftingprofits fromcountries.
This represents a negative ‘leakage effect’ in the sense that the tax base
of countries is eroded. Moreover, the extent to which the MNC shifts
profits out of countries is tax sensitive, hence the presence of tax havens
increases the tax sensitivity of tax bases and reduces equilibrium tax
rates. This represents a negative ‘competition effect’.

We proceed to compare revenues earned by countries in
asymmetric and separating equilibria. In the general case, the
difficulties associated with a complete characterization of asymmetric
equilibrium impede an analytical treatment of this issue. In the special
case where competition for profits is close to perfect (large β/α),
however, we are able to compare revenues analytically. In the
following two propositions, we first show how the separating
equilibrium converges as β/α approaches infinity and then compare
revenues in this separating equilibrium to the unique asymmetric
equilibrium presented in Proposition 5.

Proposition 8. (Perfect competition for profits) Letting β/α approach
infinity, the unique separating equilibrium converges in the following way:

tN→
s

γ + 2α
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α
2
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γ + 2αð Þ
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γ
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where z is the fraction of low-tax countries in the unique asymmetric
equilibrium in a world economy without tax havens.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 9. (Asymmetric vs. separating equilibrium) Assume that β/α
approaches infinity and thatΦ is smaller than Ф̅asdefined inProposition8.
16 The assumption β/αN1 ensures that introducing tax havens into a world economy
initially in an asymmetric equilibrium has the direct effect of reducing tax revenue of
low-tax countries more than the tax revenue of high-tax countries and thus induces
low-tax countries to become high-tax countries.
ByProposition5, there exists a unique asymmetric equilibrium(tH, tL, z) in a
world economy with N countries. By Proposition 8, there exists a unique
separating equilibrium tN in a world economy with N countries and aN tax
havens if aNa where a→0.5z. There exists a threshold value a ̅∈[a;z] so
that for any a∈[a

̅
;a̅] the revenue earned by countries is larger in the

separating equilibrium than in the asymmetric equilibrium where a ̅→a
for γ/α→0 and a ̅→z for γ/α→∞.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 9 states that if tax competition for profits is close to
perfect and the world economy of N countries is initially in the unique
asymmetric equilibrium, there is scope for increasing the tax revenue
of countries by introducing tax havens into the world economy. In
particular there exists a range of a for which the introduction of aN tax
countries gives rise to a separating equilibriumwhere countries earn a
higher revenue than in the initial asymmetric equilibrium and this
range of a is larger when real investment is mobile relative to profits
(large γ/α). 17

Generally, a shift from an asymmetric equilibrium with zN low-tax
countries to separating equilibrium with aN tax havens affects the
revenue of high-tax countries through three channels. Firstly,
countries benefit from a tax base increase equal to the net capital
export from high-tax countries to low-tax countries in the asymmet-
ric equilibrium zγ(tH− tL). Since tax havens, by assumption, are too
small to host real investment, there is no real capital export from
countries in the separating equilibrium. Secondly, the amount of
profits shifted out of high-tax countries at a given tax rate t changes
from zαψ(z)(t− tL) to aαψ(a)t. Assuming that aNbzN, this change in
tax base may be either positive or negative: The fact that tax havens
set a lower tax rate than low-tax countries tends to raise the amount
of shifted profits whereas the lower number of jurisdictions attracting
shifted profits has the opposite effect. Finally, the tax sensitivity of the
amount of profits shifted out of the high-tax countries (i.e. ∂q/∂ t) is
reduced from zαψ(z) to aαψ(a), which increases revenue as it allows
for a higher equilibrium tax rate. In general, the net effect of a shift
from the asymmetric equilibrium to the separating equilibrium
depends on the relative strength of these effects and is a priori
undetermined. It follows from Proposition 9 that in the special case
where β/α and γ/α become very large, the effects working through
the number of jurisdictions competing for profits dominate other
effects, hence, in the limit, any separating equilibriumwhere aNbzN is
associated with a higher revenue than the corresponding asymmetric
equilibrium.18

In the remainder of the section, we apply numerical methods to
show that the potential for beneficial tax havens is not limited to the
special case analyzed in Proposition 9. Fig. 2 illustrates our results. As
in Fig. 1, the dashed bold curve indicates the correspondence between
β/α and z for fixed values of s/α and γ/α. Each asymmetric equilibrium
(each z) is associated with threshold values a indicating the lowest
value of a consistent with a separating equilibrium and a ̅ indicating
the highest value of a where countries earn a higher revenue in the
separating equilibrium with aN tax havens than in the asymmetric
lowest value of a supporting a separating equilibrium and thus the lowest value of a
allowing for analytical comparison of tax revenues in equilibria with and without tax
havens. It may very well be that the presence of aN tax havens, where aba, gives rise
to a ‘mixed equilibrium’ with high-tax countries, low-tax countries and tax havens
where countries earn a higher tax revenue than in the corresponding asymmetric
equilibrium.



Fig. 2. Separating equilibrium — a numerical illustration.
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equilibrium without tax havens. We illustrate the values of a and a ̅ in
absolute terms as well as relative to z (absolute and relative threshold
values obviously converge as z→1). There are several important
things to note. Firstly, in any asymmetric equilibrium with z smaller
than approximately 0.67, it holds that a

̅
ba ̅, hence in these asymmetric

equilibria, the presence of tax havens potentially increases the
revenue of countries. Secondly, a ̅⁄z decreases monotonically with z,
hence asymmetric equilibria where tax competition for profits is close
to perfect and equilibrium values of z are small allow for the largest
relative number of tax havens while preserving the property that the
presence of tax havens increases tax revenues. Finally, a ̅ has an
interior maximum when z equals approximately 0.45, hence asym-
metric equilibria where tax competition for profits is far from perfect
and equilibrium values of z are intermediate allow for the largest
absolute number of tax havens while preserving the property that the
presence of tax havens increases tax revenues. Similar patterns are
found in numerous other numerical examples (not reported here).
4. Concluding remarks

In the first part of the paper, we set up a model of tax competition
between a large number of identical countries competing for real
investment and profits. At the heart of the model were assumptions
about the costs associated with profit shifting, specifically we
departed from related papers by introducing a diversification motive
in profit shifting strategies. Our main finding was that there may exist
asymmetric equilibria with high-tax and low-tax countries. This result
is clearly of empirical relevance since it provides an explanation for
observed asymmetries in capital taxation. From a methodological
point of view, we believe that the assumption of ‘imperfect’ tax
competition could prove useful in other contexts, in particular as an
alternative to computing mixed strategy equilibria in other settings
where no pure strategy equilibrium exists under the usual assumption
of ‘perfect’ tax competition (Wilson, 2005). The model also provides
guidance to the emerging empirical literature on the tax elasticity of
the corporate income tax base (Gruber and Rauh, 2007). By
highlighting that low-tax countries engaged in aggressive tax
competition for profits potentially face much larger tax elasticities
of the corporate tax base than high-tax countries, the model stresses
the importance of allowing for heterogeneous tax elasticities of tax
bases across jurisdictions in empirical applications.

In the second part of the paper, we used this framework to analyze
the role of tax havens. We found that tax havens affect the revenue of
countries in various ways, which generally leaves the net revenue
effect undetermined. Tax havens attract profits from countries but
also render competition for profits less attractive, which induces low-
tax countries to become high-tax countries. While the former leakage
effect reduces revenue, the latter crowding effect increases it. On
balance, the presence of tax havens may increase the equilibrium tax
revenue of countries provided that the number of tax havens is not too
large.

The latter result has significant policy implications, most impor-
tantly it raises doubt of whether eliminating tax havens would be
desirable for OECD countries even if it were feasible. Put simply, if tax
havens were eliminated, the incentive to engage in aggressive tax
competition would persist. In the new equilibrium, it is therefore
likely that some countries would take over the role as low-tax
jurisdictions from tax havens, which could leave all countries worse
off than they are when the presence of tax havens deters countries
from engaging in aggressive tax competition.

Finally, we emphasize that our analysis does not amount to a
proper welfare analysis since it only includes effects on government
revenue. Indeed, a welfare analysis would also need to account for
changes in net corporate profits (i.e. net of shifting costs and taxes).
While such an analysis falls outside the scope of this paper, we point
to one aspect that strengthens the case for beneficial tax havens: In
any asymmetric equilibrium, the tax differential between high-tax
countries and low-tax countries introduces a production inefficiency,
which is eliminated in the separating equilibrium where all countries
apply the same tax rate. Hence, gross corporate profits are
unambiguously higher in the separating equilibrium with tax havens
than in the asymmetric equilibrium without tax havens.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. We restate the first-order condition for optimal
profit shifting from country n to country m:

∂π
∂qnm

≤0⇔ tn−tmð Þ≤∑mqnm
α

+
Nqnm
β

∀m≠n ð11Þ

In the remainder of the proof we let qnm⁎ denote optimal profit
shifting levels from country n to country m, however, we suppress the
asterisk in themain text to simplify notation.When tnN t1, we obtain the
following solution to Eq. (11) under the assumption that qn2⁎ =...=
qnN⁎ =0:

q̃n1 =
αβ

αN + βð Þ tn−t1ð Þ ð12Þ

Eq. (12) gives the level of profit shifting from country n to country
1 assuming that there is no profit shifting from country n to other
countries. This is optimal if the cost advantage of shifting some profits
to country 2 is smaller than the tax saving of shifting profits only to
the country 1. Hence, qTn1 = q̃n1 and qn2⁎ =...=qnN⁎ =0 if and only if:

∂π
∂qn2 jqn2 = ::: = qnN = 0; qn1= q̃n1

� �
≤0⇔ tn−t2ð Þ≤ β

αN+β
tn−t1ð Þ

ð13Þ
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If on the other hand Eq. (13) is not satisfied, there is profit shifting
from country n to country 2. Assuming that qn3⁎ =...=qnN⁎ =0, we
obtain the following solutions to the system of first-order condi-
tions (11):

q̃n1 =
β

N αN + 2βð Þ β t2−t1ð Þ + αN tn−t1ð Þf g ð14Þ

q̃n2 =
β

N αN + 2βð Þ β t1−t2ð Þ + αN tn−t2ð Þf g ð15Þ

Eqs. (14) and (15) give the level of profit shifting from country n to
country 1 and 2 assuming that there is no profit shifting from country
n to other countries and this is optimal if and only if qn3⁎ =0. Hence,
qTn1 = q̃n1 and qTn2 = q̃n2 and qn3⁎ =...=qnN⁎ =0 if and only if:

∂π
∂qn3 jqn3 = ::: = qnN = 0; qn1 = q̃n1; qn2 = q̃n2

� �
≤0 ð16Þ

⇔ tn−t3ð Þ≤ β
αN + 2β

tn−t1ð Þ + tn−t2ð Þf g

If Eq. (16) is not satisfied there is profit shifting from country n to
country 3. Solving Eq. (11) conditional on qn4⁎ =...=qnN⁎ =0 gives rise
to q̃n1, q̃n2 and q̃n3 on a form similar to (14)–(15). As before, qTn1 = q̃n1,
qTn2 = q̃n2, qTn3 = q̃n3 and qn4⁎ =...=qnN⁎ =0 if and only if qn4⁎ =0
which can be determined with a condition similar to Eq. (16).
Generalizing this approach, the number of countries L to which there
is profit shifting from country n is given implicitly by the following
equations:

∂π
∂qnL jqnL = ::: = qnN = 0; qnl = qnlT L−1ð Þ∀lbL

� �
N 0

∂π
∂qnL + 1

jqnL + 1 = ::: = qnN = 0; qnl = qnlT Lð Þ∀l≤L
� �

≤0

where:

qnmT Lð Þ = β
N α + Lβð Þ ∑

L

l=1
β tl−tmð Þ + αN tn−tmð Þ

( )
ð17Þ

Eq. (17) also determines optimal total profit shifting from country
n to each of the L countries. □

Proof of Lemma 2. If the MNC chooses to shift profits from a high-tax
country, the optimal amount of profits qnm shifted to each low-tax
country is given by Eq. (3) and the total tax saving of doing so equals the
total amount of profits shifted zNqnm multiplied by the tax differential
(tH−tL). The cost of shifting profits out of a high-tax country is given by
Eq. (2). The MNC chooses to shift profits if tax savings net of shifting
costs are non-negative, i.e. if Eq. (4) is satisfied. □

Proof of Lemma 3. We differentiate Eq. (5) with respect to tn using
the specific functional form of f( ⋅) and rearrange to show that dkn /
dtn=γ. In order to prove Eq. (6), we note that when all other
countries apply the same tax rate ty, the capital stock of country n is
given by kn=s−γ(tn− ty). We consider a change of tax rates by two
countries m≠n and l≠n which satisfies that dtm=−dtlN0 and
therefore leaves the average tax rate among the N−1 countries
unchanged at ty. The MNC optimally responds by moving real capital
from country m to country l so as to equate net-of-tax real capital
returns in the two countries, which leaves the capital stock in all other
countries as well as χ unaltered. It follows that the expression for kn
holds when ty is simply the average of the rates applied by all
countries in the rest of the world.
Proof of Proposition 1. We derive tS as the unique tax rate that
satisfies Eq. (7) under symmetry using that no profit shifting takes
place in equilibrium (qn=0) and that marginal deviations from
symmetry do not cause theMNC to shift profits due to the fixed cost of
profit shifting (dqn /dtn=0). In order to conclude that tS is an
equilibrium, we need to rule out the possibility that a single country
can increase its revenue by means of (non-marginal) deviations from
equilibrium. It is easy to see from Lemma 2 that under the assumption
of a large number of countries (z=(1/N)→0), a single country reducing
its tax rate below tS cannot induce the MNC to shift profits due to the
positive fixed cost of profit shifting. Hence, tS is the global revenue
maximum from the perspective of a single country. □

Proof of Lemma 4. By rearranging (8) and (10), we obtain the fol-
lowing expressions for equilibrium tax rates conditional on a value of z:

tH =
s

γ + 2−zð Þzαψ zð Þ½ � ð18Þ

tL =
γ + zαψ zð Þ½ �
γ + αψ zð Þ½ �

s
γ + 2−zð Þzαψ zð Þ½ � ð19Þ

Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (9) yields the following
constraint which implicitly determines z as a function of parameters
α,β and γ:

γ
β

=
1−z + z2

� �
−z2 1−zð Þβ

α

1 + zβ
α

h i
z 1−zð Þβ

α
−1

h i ≡Ω zð Þ ð20Þ

We first note that the LHS of Eq. (20) is constant and positive
whereas the RHS is a function of z which we denote Ω(z). We let p(z)
refer to the numerator of Ω(z) and q(z) to the denominator. We note
that q(0)b0 and q(1)b0 and that q(z)N0 for some za [0; 1] if and only if
β/αN4. Let z1 and z4 denote the two roots of q(z) if they exist where
z1bz4. Moreover, we note that p(0)N0 and p(1)N0 and that p(z)b0 for
some za [0;1] if and only if β/αN5.22. Let z2 and z3 denote the two roots
of p(z) if they exist where z2bz3. It is easily verified that
q z̃ð Þb0⇒p z̃ð Þ N 0 for any z̃∈ [0; 1] hence z2 and z3 belong to the interval
[z1; z4].Wefirst consider the casewhereβ/αb4 . It is easy to see thatq(z)
is negative and p(z) is positive for all values of z, hence no values of z
satisfy Eq. (20). We proceed to consider the case where β/αN5.22. It
follows from theproperties of q(z) andp(z) thatΩ(z)N0 if andonly if za
[z1; z2] or za [z3; z4]. Moreover,Ω(z)→∞ as z approaches z1 from above
and as z approaches z4 frombelow andΩ(z)→0 as z approaches z2 from
below and as z approaches z3 from above . Since Ω(z) takes all values
]∞;0] in the interval [z1; z2] and in the interval [z3; z4],there exist two
distinct values z′ and z″ satisfyingEq. (20)where z′a [z1; z2] and z″a [z3;
z4]. Finally, we consider the case β/αa [4;5.22]. HereΩ(z) has the same
properties as in the previous case except that Ω(z)N0 in the entire
interval [z1; z4]. Let z5 denote the value of z that minimizes Ω(z) in the
interval [z1; z4] and defineΩ≡Ω z5ð Þ. It follows thatΩ(z) takes all values
�Ω;∞� in both intervals [z1;z5] and [z5;z4]. Hence, ifγ/βNΩ ̅ there are two
values z′ and z″ satisfying Eq. (20), if γ/β=Ω̅ there is one value of z
satisfying Eq. (20) whereas there are no values of z satisfying Eq. (20) if
γ= βbΩ. It follows directly from the properties of p(z) and q(z) that Ω̅
approaches infinity as β/α→4 and zero as β/α→5.22. Evaluating
Eqs. (18) and (19) at equilibrium values of z yields equilibriumvalues of
tax rates tH and tL. □

Proof of Proposition 2. Consider a vector (tH, tL, z) that solves
equilibrium conditions (8)–(10) and consider the optimal choice of
tax rate in a country n given that a fraction z of the other countries set
the tax rate tL and the remaining countries set the tax rate tH. The tax
rate tL maximizes revenue in country n over the range [0; tD] where tD

is the highest tax rate that induces the MNC to shift profits from high-
tax countries to country n. By an argument identical to the one used in
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the proof of Proposition 1, the assumption of a large N rules out the
possibility that a single country n can induce the MNC to shift profits
from low-tax countries to country n by setting a tax rate below tL.
Similarly, tH maximizes revenue in country n over the range ]tU; ∞]
where tU is the lowest tax rate at which the MNC shifts profits from
country n to low-tax countries. In order for (tH, tL, z) to constitute an
equilibrium, it must hold that there is no tax rate in the range ]tD; tU]
that generates a higher revenue than tH and tL.

We first argue that tU maximizes revenue over the range ]tD; tU].
We note that the rate effect Rn is decreasing monotonically and the
base effect−Bn is increasing monotonically over each of the intervals
]tD; tU[ and ]tU; tH]. By construction, Rn=−Bn at tn= tH and it follows
that RnN−Bn at tn= tU+ɛ for ɛ→0. At tn= tU, by definition, Rn shifts
discretely, hence Rn is larger when tn is marginally below tU thanwhen
tn is marginally above tU. The discrete shift in the tax base at tn= tU

implies that −Bn is infinitely large at this point. However, −Bn is
smaller when tn is marginally below tU than when tn is marginally
above tU. It follows that RnN−Bn over the entire interval ]tD; tU[, hence
tU generates a larger revenue than any ta ]tD; tU[.

Having shown that tU is the revenue maximum over the interval
]tD; tU], it suffices to ensure that tH generates a higher revenue than tU.
We let Γ denote the net revenue gain of a country n deviating from the
asymmetric equilibriumby setting the tax rate twhile assuming that t is
close enough to tL to deter theMNC from shifting profits from country n
to low-tax countries.

Γ tð Þ = −γ tH−t
� �2−zαψ zð Þ 2tH−tL

� �
tH−t

� �
+ tHzαψ zð Þ tH−tL

� �

wherewe have used Eq. (8). It is easy to see that Γ′N0 over the interval
[0; tH] and that there exists a unique t⁎a [tL; tH] so that Γ(t⁎)=0.
Hence, t⁎ is the lowest tax rate that allows a deviating country n to
earn at least the same revenue as other countries under the
assumption that t⁎ is low enough to prevent profit shifting out of
country n. It follows directly that if Φ is so small that the MNC at least
breaks even on profit shifting out of country nwhen country n sets tax
rate t⁎, this type of deviations strictly decreases revenue and (tH, tL, z)
constitutes an asymmetric equilibrium. Using Lemma 2, we can thus
compute the highest value ofΦ supporting (tH, tL, z) as an asymmetric
equilibrium as the value of Φ that just allows the MNC to break even
on profit shifting out of country n when country n sets the tax rate t⁎:

Φ =
zαψ zð Þ

2
tT −tL

� �2 ð21Þ

which is strictly positive for finite parameter values. □

Proof of Lemma 5. Toprove thefirst half of the Lemma,we simplynote
thatN appears nowhere in the three equilibrium conditions (8)–(10). To
prove the secondhalf of the Lemma,wenote that a proportional increase
in α,β,γ and s leaves β/α and γ/β unchanged, hence the values of z that
solve Eq. (20) are unchanged. Moreover, the equilibrium tax rates
conditional onavalueof zgivenbyEqs. (18) and (19) are unchanged. □

Proof of Proposition 3. We recall that equilibrium values of z must
satisfy Eq. (20). Changing s/αwhile holding β/α and γ/α constant does
not affect Eq. (20), hence equilibrium values of z are unchanged. We
divide both numerators and denominators of Eqs. (18) and (19) by α.
Clearly, for a given value of z, changing s/αwhile holding β/α and γ/α
constant leads to proportional increases in tH and tL. □

Proof of Proposition 4. As γ/α approaches infinity for a constant
(finite) value of β/α, the left-hand side of Eq. (20) approaches infinity
in which case the two solutions to Eq. (20) converge as follows:

z→
1
2
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β
α
−4

4β
α

vuuut
Dividing both numerators and denominators of Eqs. (18) and (19)
by α and letting s/α and γ/α go to infinity, it is easy to see that tH and tL

approach s/γ. Applying Eq. (21) and recalling that t⁎a [tL; tH], it
follows directly that Ф̅→0. □

Proof of Proposition 5. We recall from the proof of Lemma 4 that
z′a [z1; z2] and z″a [z3; z4]. It may easily be verified that as β/α
approaches infinity, z2 approaches zero whereas z3 approaches one.
Hence, as β/α approaches infinity, z′ approaches zero whereas z″
approaches one. Rewriting Eq. (20) for the asymptotic case where
β/α→∞ and recalling that we do not a priori know how zβ/α con-
verges, we find the following expression for z′:

z′→
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

β
α

1 + γ
α

� �r ð22Þ

Dividing both numerators and denominators of Eqs. (18) and (19)
by α and evaluating the resulting expressions for the special case
where β/α→∞ while using Eq. (22) yields (tH, tL, z). To find the value
of Ф̅ associated with z′, we use that tL→0 and the fact that Eq. (22)
implies that z′ψ(z′)→1 to rewrite Γ(t)=0 as:

Γ tð Þ = −γ
γ + α

t2 + 2tHt− tH
� �2

= 0

Computing the root t⁎ of this second-order polynomium and
inserting in Eq. (21) yields Ф̅. It follows directly from Eqs. (18) and
(19) that in the case of z″, tL converges to tH which, in turn, implies that
the associated value of Ф̅ approaches zero. In the limit, the equilibrium
candidatewith z→0 is thus the unique asymmetric equilibrium. □

Proof of Proposition 6. We consider the optimal deviations from
equilibrium by a country n in different ranges of tax rates and derive
conditions that these deviations generate a smaller revenue than the
revenue associated with the equilibrium tax rate tN. Let tD denote the
highest tax rate that induces the MNC to shift profits from other
countries to country n. Moreover, let tU denote the lowest tax rate at
which theMNC shifts profits fromcountryn to tax havens. By definition,
tN maximizes revenue of country n over the range ]tU; ∞]. By an
argument identical to the one applied in the proof of Proposition 2, the
tax rate tU maximizes revenue of country n over the range ]tD; tU].
The tax rate tLLwhichmaximizes the revenueof countrynover the range
[0; tD] is determined by Eq. (7) evaluated for a country n engaging in
aggressive tax competition.

s + γ + αψ að Þð Þ tN−tLL
� �

−aβψ að ÞtLL = tLL γ + α + aβð Þψ að Þf g ð23Þ

Using the expression for tN we find an explicit solution for tLL.
We first characterize the condition ensuring that tLL generates a

smaller revenue than tN. Inserting expressions for tLL and tN into the
left-hand side of Eq. (23) gives the tax base of a country setting tLL.
Hence, multiplying this expression by tLL gives us the highest possible
revenue of a country competing for shifted profits ΠLL.

ΠLL = s2
2γ + 1 + 2að Þαψ að Þf g2

γ + 2aαψ að Þf g2 2γ + 2αψ að Þ + 2aβψ að Þf g

" #

Similarly, one may determine the revenue of a country in the
separating equilibrium ΠN:

ΠN = s2
γ + aαψ að Þf g

γ + 2aαψ að Þf g2
� 	
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It is straightforward to show that ΠN≥ΠLL if and only if:

4ψ að Þ β
α
−1

� �
a2 + 4

γ
α

β
α
−1

� �
a−ψ að Þ≥0 ð24Þ

Under the assumption that β/αN1, the first two terms are positive. It
is straightforward to show that Eq. (24) is monotonically increasing in a,
negative for a→0 and positive for a→∞. It follows that there exists a
unique threshold a so that ΠN≥ΠLL if and only if a≥a. Moreover, it is
easy to see that Eq. (24) is unambiguously increasing inbothβ/α andγ/α.

We proceed to characterize the condition ensuring that tU

generates a smaller revenue than tN. We let Γ denote the net revenue
gain of a country n deviating from the separating equilibrium by
setting the tax rate twhile assuming that t is small enough to deter the
MNC from shifting profits from country n to tax havens.

Γ tð Þ = −γ tN−t
� �2−2aαψ að Þ tN

� �
tN−t

� �
+ aαψ að Þ tN

� �2 ð25Þ

where we have used the expression for tN. It is easy to see that Γ′N0
over the interval [0; tN] and that there exists a unique t⁎a [0; tN] so
that Γ(t⁎)=0. Hence, t⁎ is the lowest tax rate that allows a deviating
country n to earn at least the same revenue as other countries under
the assumption that t⁎ is low enough to prevent profit shifting out of
country n. Using Lemma 2 and applying the same argument as in the
proof of Proposition 2, it follows that any value of Φ higher than Φ að Þ
ensures that tN generates a larger revenue than tU where:

Φ að Þ = aαψ að Þ
2

t*ð Þ2:

□

Proof of Proposition 7. As argued in Section 2.6, the tax base of a
country in the symmetric equilibrium equals s andmultiplying by tS, it
is easy to see that the revenue of a country in the symmetric
equilibrium ΠS equals:

ΠS =
s2

γ

which is unambiguously larger than ΠN derived in the proof of
Proposition 6. □

Proof of Proposition 8. To derive the limit of tN, we use Eq. (22) to
show that aψ(a) →1 as β/α→∞. We also use the latter result to
rewrite Γ(t)=0 as

Γ tð Þ = −γ
γ + α

t2 + 2tNt− tN
� �2

= 0

Computing the solution t⁎ to this second-order equation and
inserting in Eq. (21) gives the limit ofΦ. Finally, it is easy to see that as
β/α→∞, Eq. (25) converges in the following way:

4ψ að Þ β
α
a2 + 4

γ
α
β
α
a−ψ að Þ≥0

Using Eq. (22), it is straightforward to show that this inequality
holds if and only if a/zN1/2. □
Proof of Proposition 9. Inserting Eqs. (18)–(19) into the expression
on the left-hand side of Eq. (8) gives us the tax base of a high-tax
country in the asymmetric equilibrium without tax havens, which
may be used to determine the asymmetric equilibrium revenue ΠH:

ΠH = s2
γ + zαψ zð Þ

γ + 2−zð Þzαψ zð Þf g2

In the proof of Proposition 6, we have computed the revenue of
countries in the separating equilibrium ΠN. Using Eq. (22), it is
relatively straightforward to show thatΠN−ΠH≥0 if and only if a≤a
where:

a = z
3 γ

α

� �3
+ 11 γ

α

� �2
+ 12 γ

α

� �
+ 4

3 γ
α

� �3
+ 13 γ

α

� �2
+ 18 γ

α

� �
+ 8

It follows directly that a→0:5z as γ/α→0 and a→z as γ/α→∞. □
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